CHAPTER  XIII
THE  DAY  OF THE  NOUMEAN
the day of a Noumean begins early. First of all there is
the marketing to be done, not that this concerns the bulk
of the white population. They usually send their cbayous"
(Javanese) or 'Congais'. (Tonkinese) to do the day's shopping.
Shopping at the market is an institution one finds in all
.French colonies*—and most towns in France itself—but
Noumea's market is the most original I have seen. About
half an hour before daybreak, Japanese gardeners' carts
begin assembling in a triangular-shaped open .space, just
alongside the Place des Cocotiers. Within a few minutes,
they erect stands and tables and begin laying out their
wares. By the time the first rays of daylight are stealing
through the flamboyants in the Place the market-place is a
hive of industry. Trim, neatly dressed Javanese, swinging
their string bags, and still each with a sleepy-eyed baby
strapped to her back or slung round in front so that it can
drink at the mother's breast while she walks along, compete
for the best bargains with giggling popinees., hideous in their
shapeless Mother Hubbard dresses that hang straight from
neck to breast and then drop down like a bell tent to the
ankles, prudishly hiding the shapely figures that many of
the Melanesian girls have. The missionaries must have been
terribly tempted by the smiling popinees to have had their
lines and body so effectively covered*
The Javanese saunter along, picking over the morning's
produce, at their leisure, while the popinees stand around in
groups holding hands and getting the maximum of merri-
ment out of the slightest incident, ranging from the merest
ripple of a giggle if a vegetable drops off the stand, to a
hurricane of laughter which threatens to snap their swaying
bodies in two like a coconut palm if a Japanese slips off the
tailboard of his cart, or a fish jumps out of its w^ater box.
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